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Manual abstract:
The AficioTM1515 series, Ricoh introduces three pre-configured systems that cater to your exact needs. You simply choose the configuration that corresponds
best to your workflow. @@@@@@The AficioTM1515MF combines copy, fax, print and scan functionality. On top of these strengths, the AficioTM1515MF
offers interesting capabilities such as `scan to e-mail', web based device monitoring, impressive network connectivity and LAN fax/Internet fax. Forget about
spending your budget on separate devices or costly extras: these systems guarantee an optimised workflow from beginning to end. A wealth of possibilities
within your reach! * Mainframe and optional paper tray are included. Smart Tools to Optimise your Entire Workflow Ricoh's AficioTM1515 series offers you
the ability to fulfil your exact needs. The configurations' overall capabilities for an efficient workflow include excellent output quality, user friendly operation,
high productivity, optimal network connectivity and easy device management via the network (AficioTM1515MF). Handy Document Feeding To avoid
copying multi page A4 documents page by page, you can feed them as one set using the Automatic Document Feeder (AficioTM1515F/1515MF). All jobs are
processed swiftly and without delay, leaving you to continue with other tasks.
Superb Quality Output Featuring `scan once, copy many' technology, these systems deliver excellent image quality. Originals are scanned only once, stored
into memory and reproduced from there. Output quality remains the same, the risk of damaged originals is minimised and no more miscopies. Our Earth, Our
Tomorrow Thanks to Ricoh's QSU technology (Quick Start Up), the AficioTM1515 series boasts an extremely short warm up time and energy saving recovery
time. In addition, ozone emission and dust/noise levels are well below legal requirements.
Also, duplexing allows the user to save on paper while safeguarding the environment. Excellent NetworkConnectivity AficioTM1515MF integrates with
virtually any network environment and have standard Ethernet (Ethernet 10 base-T/ 100 base-TX) and USB2.0.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@The AficioTM1515 series is designed to do precisely that. @@@@@@Via the LAN fax function
(AficioTM1515MF), you can send fax messages directly from your own (networked) PC to another fax or multifunctional device.
This reduces the number of steps/tasks, eliminates the need for printing fax messages and ensures better output quality at the receiving end. Productive One
Click Printing Ricoh's unique printer language RPCSTM (Refined Printing Command Stream) stands for fast, easy and efficient printing. With its icon based
interface, any print job is only one click away. Most common print jobs are pre-defined under specific icons and you can save your own print settings under a
personal icon for future one click use. Using RPCSTM, a productivity increase of up to 30% can be achieved. Cost-saving Internet Faxing AficioTM1515MF
allows you to send fax messages via the Internet. Using the Internet for long distance faxing has major advantages. By sending fax messages to PCs in e-mail
format, you reduce costs while enhancing your communication capabilities. Efficient Document Distribution To further optimise the document flow, you can
digitise documents and send them over the network via ScanRouterTM V2 Lite or directly to the recipient's PC via `scan to e-mail'. Via this function, scanned
files can be sent to any e-mail address in the world.
All data is sent over the Internet: this ensures the sender that all scanned documents are sent directly to the recipient PC. For optimal convenience, frequently
used addresses can be stored manually or automatically in the systems' memory. Ricoh's printer language RPCSTM offers an icon based interface: any print
job is only one click away. AficioTM1515 AficioTM1515F AficioTM1515MF The AficioTM1515 series cater for your precise needs: copy, print, fax and/or
scan functionality... @@@@@@Specifications and external appearance are subject to change without notice. The colour of the actual product may vary
from the colour shown in the brochure. Ricoh Hong Kong Limited 20/F., Tai Yau Building, 181 Johnston Road, Wan Chai, Hong Kong Sales Hotline: (852)
2833 1111 http://www.
ricoh.com.hk Fax: (852) 2833 1909 Macau Branch : Avenida da Amizade, Macau Landmark, 12 Andari, Room 1207, Macau. Tel : (853) 330 066 Fax : (853)
330 055 RMF/1515/0604 .
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